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Introduction
We've known for a long time about Udenhausen, Prussia, the birth place of our Schaefer immigrants.
The problem has been that there are no less than three places of that name in Germany today. So which
one is ours? Well, I researched each one (naturally), and rated them by the probability of which was
most likely to be ours, based mostly on Catholic population historically. My first choice was a place
which is today called Boppard, situated along the Rhine River within an area that has been designated
as a World Heritage Site. In 1976, Boppard incorporated several of the small surrounding villages,
which included a village called Udenhausen.
Well, how to proceed? In looking online at German Google, I noticed that the current mayor of
Boppard-Undenhausen had the surname Schäfer. Well, of course, Germany is full of people with this
surname, but I thought it was worth a shot. I sent Herr Schäfer an email, completely written with
Google Translate saying "I know you're busy and you can forward my email to the nearest archives, but
I also can't help wondering if we're related...."
A week went by with no reply, so I figured it landed in the ethereal bit bucket. But then just 10 days
before Christmans came an email into my in box, all in German, which of course immediately got
pasted into Google Translate. It was from the wife of the mayor! She wrote to say her husband had
given her my message, and she was writing to say that I was most definitely NOT related to him.
However, SHE was born and raised in Udenhausen, and just happened to have access to the town
genealogy, of which she scanned pages pertaining to Schäfer and sent to me. And there they were - our
Schaefer family! There can be no doubt. Next to the name of Peter Schäfer, it says "wandert 1867 in die
USA aus".
So that I have it correctly recorded, the village genealogy I refer to is called this:
Bopparder Burgerbuch / 3 Die Ortsbezirke Buchholz, Herschwiesen, Oppenhausen und
Udenhausen by Michael Frauenberger; Bernd Minning; Werner Stoffel, published in Boppard in 2003,
it is apparently already out of print.
As if this news were not big enough, the town genealogy also takes our family tree back TWO more
generations1 on both the Schäfer and Gipp side, which is to say around the 1750's. I know enough
German history at this point to know that was a time when Germany was just coming out of the ThirtyYear War (which reduced the German population by half), and was about to enter the Seven-Year War.
And by the time our gg-grandfather emigrated 100 years later, he was probably trying to get away from
serving in the army of Mr. Otto von Bismarck, who, by the way, didn't much like Catholics. Wouldn't
we like to know the whole story? Thanks to help from our German friends, we are learning more all
the time.
This article gives a summary of the life of the four immigrants from our Schaefer family known to have
come to America:
• Philip Schaefer (1838-1908)
• Anna Schaefer (1841-1910)
• Peter Schaefer (1843-1885) – our gg-grandfather
• Joseph Schaefer (1848-1928)
1 As of May, 2014, we have gone back an additional two generations to the village of Waldesch.

What is curious about these siblings is that they seem to have “paired off”, so to speak. I say this
mostly because of their professions. Philip and Peter were carpenters, and Anna and Joseph were
teachers, or started out that way. This, to me, implies two siblings most certainly had formal education,
and two siblings probably did not. Why would this be? I am sure economics was a factor, but also it
might have had to do with the abilities one is born with. Not everybody is meant to learn from
studying books, and that, in my opinion, is a good thing. In my view, the world needs the diversity of
people's different abilities.
Nevertheless, the two pairs of Schaefer siblings seem to have diverged in the New World, and while the
first generation born in America to these siblings might have been aware of each other, subsequent
generations became less and less so until awareness of even our own family history seemed nearly lost.
So it's interesting to me to speculate about why that happened, which I will do in my conclusion after
recounting what we have learned of our Schaefer immigrants.

The Carpenters
Peter Schäfer, our great-great-grandfather, arrived at the port in New York on 10 May 1867 aboard the
ship Maria S which had departed from Antwerp, Belgium. He was 23 years old, his occupation was
carpenter, and his country of origin was Prussia.

Philip Schäfer, older brother of Peter, arrived at the port in New York on 28 November 1868 aboard the
ship Deutschland, which departed from Hamburg. The passenger list states he was 30 years old, his
occupation was joiner (carpenter), from Cöln (German for city of Cologne), Germany. This city is
north of Boppard-Udenhausen along the Rhine River.

On June 6, 1870, both Schaefer brothers married their brides on the same day in Brooklyn, New York:
•

Philipp Schaefer, the older brother, married Theresia Etringer who was known throughout her
life as “Rosa”

•

Peter Schaefer, the younger brother, married Maria Magdalena Vierling who became known by
her American name “Mary”

Both men were born in Udenhausen, Prussia2, and both had the same parents: John Schaefer and
Margaretha Gibb. Both men were carpenters by profession. The following page shows a picture of
2 At the time these documents were created, the German Empire had been united under Prussian leadership. Prussia, in its
various political forms, was effectively abolished in 1932 and formally abolished after the WWII in 1947.

Peter at his wedding, and part of the marriage certificate found in New York, bearing Peter's signature.
Note that the handwriting on the old photograph's is my grandfather's and the date of 1872 is incorrect
if he meant to write the marriage date.

Some time between 1875 and 1877, the two Schaefer couples moved to Murray, Iowa. Both Schaefer
families are found in the 1880 census of Murray living on Colfax St. only a few blocks from each other.
The occupation for each man was still carpenter.
The transcontinental railroad was completed in 1869, so it seems likely that the Schaefer's traveled
west that way. Here is map showing (A) Brooklyn, New York to (B) Murray, Iowa. The distance is
nearly 1200 miles.

My research suggests that a stage coach only traveled 5-8 miles per hour, or 60-70 miles per day. The
first trains, powered by steam, were advertised to go twice that fast, and indeed supposedly they could
go 12-15 miles per hour. So the journey of 1200 miles probably took at least 8 days.

The Philip Schaefer Branch
The older of the two Schaefer brothers, Philip, eventually went into the furniture and undertaking
business. Here is a picture of their store in Murray in 1892:

Eventually, Philip became ill because in 1905 census of Iowa he was listed as an invalid. He died in
1908 at the age of 70 and was buried at Murray Cemetery:

Philip and Rosa were thought to have had six children, three of whom survived to adulthood: Philip Jr.,
John, and Fred.
The oldest son, Philip Jr., known as Phil, moved even farther west and homesteaded along the Little
Snake River just north of the town of Maybell, Colorado. Here is a current-day view of Phil's
homestead:

Phil Schaefer, Jr. caught wild horses, and bred them for sale. It was said that Butch Cassidy and his
gang of outlaws would stop at Phil's ranch for a meal. The following picture is a drawing done by the
local resident as he remembered Phil Schaefer (note that this author misspelled the surname “Shaver,”
but records show that this Phil always signed his name “Schaefer”).

In his later years, Phil lived on his brother Fred's homestead. According to Phil's obituary, he had
suffered a stroke and was brought into the town of Craig to be cared for at the Rosedale Convalescent
Home, where he died shortly thereafter on July 19, 1948. He was buried in Craig Cemetery in the area
where other Old Age Pensioners were interred. I'm happy to report there is a small cottonwood tree
growing over his grave.
John Schaefer had some college education and worked for a hotel while he lived in Des Moines, Iowa.
After working in Colorado with his brothers for some years, he returned to Murray where he spent the
rest of his life. He died in 1951 at the age of 68 and is buried at Murray Cemetery, apparently without a
grave marker. It should be noted that on the official death record, John's marital status was recorded as
“never married.”
As for the youngest son, Fred, his story is a sad one. Toward the end of U. S. involvement in WWI,
Fred joined the Army3 serving as a wagoner with the 35th Infantry from May, 1918 to February, 1919.
It does not appear that Fred went overseas because his unit was assigned to protect the U. S. border
with Mexico (Germany had tried to solicit Mexico into the war against U. S. promising to help them
regain the states of Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona). By 1920, Fred was working with his brother
John in Great Divide, Colorado, just northeast of their brother Phil's ranch. Fred received the patent for
his 320-acre homestead there in July, 1921. Here is a modern-day look at the buildings still standing
on Fred's homestead:

But the evidence tells us that Fred was not well. In the early 1920's he was declared mentally
incompetent, and he spent the next 35 years of his life in veteran psychiatric hospitals. When Fred
Schaefer died in March, 1957 at the age of 67 he was the last of the Schaefer branch who came to settle
in the western United States. Fred Schaefer was buried at Fort Lyon National Cemetery in Las Animas,
Colorado.
3 Colorado Soldiers in WWI, 1917-18

The Peter Schaefer Branch
We still don't know whatever happened to Peter Schaefer. I have heard different stories that were
handed down to different sides of the family. The story that came down to my grandfather George
Schaefer, Sr. is that Peter was killed by Indians and Mary walked back to New York with her remaining
children. To the best of my knowledge, the Indians in Iowa at that time were not a threat to white
settlers, and given that Mary had several Vierling relations back in NY, it seems they would have
helped Mary and her children return to NY. Another story, told by Fay Schaefer Joerger, was that Peter
took off to California for the gold rush and never was heard from again. The California Gold Rush,
however, occurred 30 years earlier, so if Peter left for points west it was likely not associated with the
gold rush. In any case, the assumption is that Peter died, whether in Iowa or New York or some place
else remains a question. We only know that in 1889 Mary Schaefer appeared in the Brooklyn city
directory with the notation “widow Peter.” Mary Schaefer was last seen in the 1900 census of New
York, and what became of her after that remains a mystery.
Here is what we do know about the two surviving children of Peter and Mary Schaefer: Charles and
Lena.
In 1903, my great-grandfather Charles Schaefer married Marie (Mary) Grimm Klein and they had three
children, Charles F. (1903-1953), my grandfather George Joseph (1908-1986) and Ruth A. (19131953). Charles Schaefer, Sr. was a chauffeur for the New York stock exchange. It was said that
Charles was never in the best of health. Around 1920, the family moved to Amenia in upstate New
York for a brief time, presumably in hopes of improving Charles' health. But the family returned to
Queens, New York where Charles died in May, 1929 at the age of 53. His wife, Marie Klein died three
years later in March, 1932 at the age of 51.

As for Peter's other surviving child, Lena (later known as Madeline) married in 1902 to, interestingly,
somebody named John Schaefer. Of course it seems too much of a coincidence for a Schaefer to marry
a Schaefer! John Schaefer was born in Brooklyn in 1878 and his father, Martin Schaefer came to
America around 1871 from Baden, Germany – which is a later time and a different origin from the
immigration of our Schaefer line. In addition, this second Schaefer family was Lutheran, while our
Schaefer line was Catholic. As much as I have tried to find a familial connection, so far I have not.
Schaefer was a common German name, and it's entirely possible that the two family lines are not
related at all.
In any case, John and Lena Schaefer had four children, three of whom survived: Madeline M., Martin
John and John Louis. All of these Schaefer's, if indeed they had any descendants who survived to
today, are related to us as Peter Schaefer's and Maria Magdalena Vierling's progeny.

The Teachers
The Anna Schaefer Branch
It appears that Anna came to America around 1872 (according to 1910 census). If so, she would have
been 30 years old at that time. It's not entirely clear to me if she was married before coming to NY, or
if she married after arrival. When we find her in the 1880 census of New York, her surname is
something like Brisell, she was widowed, she was a teacher, and her younger brother Josef was living
with her!

It has taken awhile to realize that the boarder in Anna's household in 1880 was somebody significant –
Ernesto Ozioni would be become Anna's next husband! I have not found the marriage record, but by
1883, Anna had the name Ozioni and she and Ernesto lived on East 20th in Manhattan. By 1888, they
lived on 3rd Ave. and operated a business called A & E Fancy Goods. Sadly, however, Ernesto died in
1891.
It appears that Anna tried to continue in business as an embroider. She had a shop at 511 Columbus
Ave. in Manhattan, and one on Central Ave in Far Rockaway. But I have a feeling that she was having
trouble making ends meet. Here is an article from August, 1897:

And one month later, her shop in Manhattan was being auctioned:

I don't have any more details about what happened as result of Anna's desperation, but she is
mysteriously missing from the 1900 census, so either she was in prison or she went back to Germany
for a breather! But by 1905, she was back in NY and living at 1765 Madison Ave. where it appears that
she took up teaching embroidery. According to the 1910 census, she never had any children. She died
December 18, 1910, and was buried at St. John's Cemetery.

The Joseph Schaefer Branch
Joseph arrived in NY several years later than his brothers, in 1876. We have found record that he
worked as a teacher for several years in Germany before coming to America.
Around 1881, Joseph married Eva Elisabeth Selzer in Manhattan and they had a daughter named
Katherine Anna Schaefer. It was during this time that Josef made an occupational transition to
publishing of Catholic books and articles. He had a business on 23 Barclay St. which today is a block
away from where the World Trade Centers once stood. He was also instrumental in establishing the
Leo4 House in Manhattan, which still exists as a guest house today. Originally, however, it was
founded to help the German immigrants coming in at Castle Garden. Joseph was the treasurer on the
Board of Directors, so when the group had saved enough money to buy the building, Joseph is the one
who made the purchase and the deed was in his name until the group could incorporate and the deed
could be transferred. The Leo House has since moved to another location, but here is a picture of the
original building in Manhattan:

4 Named for Pope Leo XIII, who was Pope at this particular time.

By the time of his death in 1928, Joseph had been made a Knight in the Order of St. Gregory (the
highest honor the Pope can grant a lay person), and according to his obituary, Joseph had been close
personal friends with Cardinals Farley and Hayes.
Joseph's daughter, Katherine, married Clemens J. Kracht, who was a lawyer and investor, but who died
prematurely in 1911. The Kracht's had two children that we know of, a boy and a girl. I have not been
able to track what became of the girl (as usual), but via the boy, we have been able to locate living
Kracht-Schaefer descendants in the country today!
Katherine's story, however, probably ended more sadly, I speculate. It appears from records that after
Black Tuesday (Oct. 29, 1929) and the start of Great Depression, Katherine suffered major financial
problems. Several news clippings report of real estate problems, not the least of which was a fire that
burned down a tenement that she owned and had been in such terrible disrepair that even the fire
escapes were not usable (this happened Jun 1939). Katherine pleaded that she had no money to fix the
problems with the building and the only reason that criminal charges were not brought against her was
that nobody died, although several were badly injured. Even Katherine's daughter Elizabeth gave up
the trust money left by her father to help her mother's financial problems.
I am still trying to determine what happened to Katherine Schaefer Kracht; some reports say she died in
1961. But whatever fortune came to her by way of her father, Joseph Schaefer, or her first husband,
Clemens J. Kracht, it seems clear that she probably lost it all, and most likely only because of the time
and circumstance in which she lived.

Conclusion
So this is all quite remarkable. Thanks to our Udenhausen connections, we have discovered two living
descendants from the oldest sibling (Paul) who remained in Germany. And thanks to the stories that
still live in their German families, we have now determined that the four youngest siblings of the
family of Johannes Schaefer and Margretha Gipp: Philip, Anna, Peter, and Josef, all came to America two were carpenters and two were teachers. The two carpenters left New York within five years of
arriving, their destination being Murray, Iowa, where they both died. The two teachers remained in
NY, meaning that when our gg-grandmother Mary Schaefer (Maria Magdalena Vierling) returned to
NY around 1885, she not only had Vierling relations there, but Schaefer relations as well.
So we learn that our g-grandfather Charles had an Uncle Joseph Schaefer, one who was still alive when
our grandfather was born. Why have we never known about this connection? Part of it was locale, I
think - Joseph lived his whole life in Manhattan, and our relations lived in Brooklyn. But I think
economic and religious factors might also have been in play.
I rather imagine that Joseph Schaefer was more than willing to help his brother Peter's widow Mary
when she came back from Iowa, but she lived in Brooklyn where her other Vierling family was. And
then there were Peter and Mary's remaining children. First was Lena, who married a Lutheran. And
then, our g-grandfather Charles who married Marie Grimm. Let's just say there is evidence that
Charles and Marie were involved well before they married, not the least of which is their marriage
certificate stating they were married in a Methodist Episcopalian church! Marie was Catholic, but there
was something considered scandalous which prevented them from marrying in the Catholic church. So
if Uncle Joseph was so involved in his religious activities that he was close friends with the New York
Cardinals, he probably was disapproving of both his niece's and nephew's marital choices. So
accordingly, maybe he said as much and the two families drifted apart.
All of this can only be speculation on my part. But I have often wondered how Charles got to be a
chauffeur on Wall St. That would be the area where his uncle lived – did his uncle help him get a job
there? It's also worth noting that Charles named his second son George Joseph Schaefer. There might
not have been direct evidence handed down to us about our gg-grandfather Peter's siblings in
Manhattan, but there have been these little clues.
And now look at what we know! The Schaefer family in America was well represented and lived
through some turbulent episodes in their lifetimes. They went west and homesteaded, and they built
institutions in Manhattan to help the flood of German immigrants into New York. Some tamed wild
horses and made friends of Butch Cassidy, and some ran a magazine called The Christian Mother.
Some had great fortune and just as great loss, and some worked at making a restaurant business thrive
in Brooklyn. Mistakes were made, as happens to us all, and seemingly the different branches of the
family drifted apart into their own stories. Until now. Until the stories from Germany have returned to
tell us about those who crossed the ocean 150 years ago to search for a new life – the life that is ours
today.

